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By MARSH KUSHNER
(Former Sports Editor)
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Steve Cedershmaltz is no longer a member of the University of
Nebraska bridge team! This announcement was made public by Ely
Trump, head bridge coacn at the Cornhusker institution.
"He ignored to follow the training table set up for our squad,"
said Trump. "His ignorance cost him his cherished spot on the
team."
The reason for the dismissal of Cedershmaltz stems from the
ruling which states that an "athlete" cannot play both bridge and
ping pong. Cedershmaltz is very adept at the game and has checked
out his paddle and ball to join the team.
Cedershmaltz was a regular dummy on the bridge crew and
was the only member who had cards to match his brain void. At
any rate, the flags will be nying half mast over the union activity
office the mighty Steve Cedershmaltz will play bridge no more
(pause while reader hangs head).
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the Hoboken miiTtia to active duty arations. Coach Weir ordered a
(Sports Editor, Shopping Guide) 'in order to quell the rioting in special workout for all NU stuThe sporting world was stunned Wisconsin, Florida and ' Lower dents in order to facilitate making up his roster. The Husker
and shocked today when it learned California.
In contrast, the rest of the fervor even interrupted spring
that the University of Nebraska
football practice which up to
will compete in the 1952 Olympic world appeared extremely
now has never been heard of.
summer eames as a seDarate na pleased. The BBC interrupted
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moned to the special meeting in feat the United States in the Scott in the
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twenty billion dollar wager Paul Grimm ready for his spe-- c
lion Monday night.
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Coach Weir, who is resigning with this country on the outhis track position at the end of come. All over Britain were iammed his leg on a fender last
week and is nursing a henryhorse.
this year to take over the NU heard the gleeful shouts, "iloo-raWhile most of the campus
We eat meat again."
chess coaching job, came forth
for
at the conwith this
France came forth with the skipped their
speech. statement, "Tjour L'mour" which special workouts, the vigilant
clusion of his
The content of his speech hinted seems appropriate for the French. NU student council rolled In
that a shocking statement of (Russian delegate Malik, in the high gear preparing a special
this sort was in the making as special United Nations hearing, investigation to investigate Mche continually pounded the was so elated he forgot to walk Carthy's investigation.
fact that the Huskers are send- out during the controversy of the Final statement from Coach
uprising. When Weir as this paper went to press
ing more than their share of
athletes to the games, repre- approached for a statement, Malik was, "I am convinced that the
(Washington Senators' improved
senting the United States.
emphatically raplied, "No!"
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After lamenting the fact that
Husker representatives swept 19! meanwhile making rapid prep- - ito the pennant.'
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enough money to build the 17 indoor swimming pools the Univer- ty now enjoys, Weir stated, I
am picking the Washington Sena
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Cornhusker "tradition" was upheld as the Board of Regents,
along with a very instrumental bunch of athletic
department reserves, won the Big Seven conference subsidization championship for the fifth
straight year.
The flashy crew, granting: aid and "ade" to
g
all prospective athletes, spent a
record-breakin-

total of 4 million dollars
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der the national war debt).
When we threw a slight bit of inquisitive
interrogation at Buck "Moneybags" Beggs as to
how the money was dug up (and it couldn't have
been any harder to dig up than ideas for this I;
"column") he responded, "we gotta deal with the
Crib. We rake in 10 percent commission on all of
the cherries they put on sundaes."
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GOLDEN GLOVES? . . . Just a little spirited action In one of
those dull intramural games this past season. Three players died,
two suffered pregnant lips and one scratched his knee. Bill Mundell
rushes to the scene to break up the dispute.
I-- M
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We happen to know that Estes ence for Charlie "Choo Choo'
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me up on mah convictions." "The University of Nebraska will
the job will be Nebraska's first feminine addition to the coaching railway post by leading interfer back
enter the 1952 Olympic games in
But we know different,
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never tutored a winning grid
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team.
they look toward a spot in the
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Olympics this summer.
Glassford's office confirm the
The Husker squash team, the
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top-ratoutfit in the U. S., is
team will be shifted somewhat for
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chance
given an excellent
the Saturday game. Jane "Mad
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resent the United States in
"Rough
Man" Madden and Bobbie
1952 games at Helsinki, according
and Rugged" Russell will captain
to squash coach Don Strasheim.
the Varsity unit.
The jovial "Stras" told the
Coach Glassford nicked the pair
Daily Nebraskan Monday that
to lead the Huskers because of
his squashers had been picked
in sc00''
their "rugged play a gainst the
as the number one team in the
team spirit
ATO's in
Associated Press. The Huskers,
and willingness to carry on the
in being picked as the number
Cornhusker tradition."
one team, edged out such strong
St. Louis'
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contenders as Hofstra, Coe ColCardinal chuckef,
lege, Missouri Mines and Sister
Beer Mugs Stolen
Margaret's Third Grade GlobeHarry "The Cat" Brecheen was
mystery at the University
big
A
Harvard
trotters.
nicknamed thusly because his of California is who stole 50 beer
remound
on
movement
the
"I am proud and happy," said
mugs from a women's dormitory,
The difference between "just smoking" and
Strasheim, "that my squashers sembles those of a cat. (It has But the biggest mystery is how
get
really enjoying your smoke is the fasfe of a
worn
have come through in true Husker been rumored he is fed cat-ni- p
mugs
a
in
did 50 beer
between innings.)
tradition."
en's dormitory in the first place?
cigarette. You can taste the difference in the
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a cigarette taste

makes the difference
and Luckies taste better!
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Athletic Department Shakeup

Main Feature Clock

smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of a

br Theaters
7:24. 9:06.

Lucky . . . for two important reasons. First,
L.S.M.F.T. Lucky Strike means fine tobacco
. . . fine, mild tobacco that tastes better. Second,
e
Luckies are made to taste better . . . proved
of all five principal brands. So reach for a
Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that fasres better!
Be Happy -- Go Lucky! Buy a carton today!
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By EMILIANO ZAPATA
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big shakeup of the University 'braskan that he plans to use the
State: "Family Secret," 2:00,
" ",M"
4:43, 7:26, 10:00. "Triple Cross,"
of Nebraska athletic department.
Potsy Clark, on resigning, said
9:02'.
late Monday brought the folowing "I like my job but feel that it Is 1:00, 3:43, 6:26,
results:
only proper for me to step down
Bill Glassford, former football
in favor of a more capable man.
coach, has resigned his grid
I know that Decker can do the
position to coach baseball, his
Sun. 3 p.m.
Mat. Hat.
job, because he has all the tools
favorite sport
p.m.
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position
He
needs.
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man
this
athNU
George "Potsy" Clark,
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resigned
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Harry Good had nothing to say
from his position to footballer,
to about bowing out as cage mentor.
Here la
r
Decker, star Scarlet
:j,
His successors, Partin, Geier and
lalnment For
take over.
Lepley, all talked at once and the
Harry Good quit as head bas- Daily
Nebraskan couldn't underwrestketball mentor to coach
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stand them.
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ling, gymnastics and swimming.
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footnew
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Al Partln, Jake Geler and
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ball head, said he would follow
Lepley (coaches of wrestling,
plan
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a general
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gymnuastics and swimming, ren.yimt Minor"
season.
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spectively) will
when
Weir,
Ed
Coach
Track
next
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toring the baskelball
contacted by the Nebraskan in re
season,
has'gard to his position on the athletic
vs.
coach,
basebal
Tony Sharp,
QrtrnDnt. chakplin. minted an
we
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taken over at the helm oiGlassienced fi nger toward the sky
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ford, who took Sharpe
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flock of em flew over that time!"
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diamond mentor.
The men involved In the
shakeup had varying reactions
to the move.
Said Glassfor, "I've always haa
a secret desire to coach baseball, i
As you all know, it is myiavom- l--
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Star Disqualified

The intramural department was
thrown into a wild fervor today
when it was learned that Dame
McClouthy, just last week named
to the
basketball team, has been disqualified for being a professional.
McClouthy, who reportedly gained
unanimous selection for the fraternity "A" and All-- cage teams,
was revealed Monday to have acdollars to
cepted
throw his team's final regular
season game with Gamma Phi
statBeta. This, under the
utes, clearly labels the rangy
eager as a pro.
McClouthy, at the present under protection of the Kefauver for
President backers, gave only this
statement: "I think the Washington Senators will win the American League pennant."
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Chicago College of

OPTOMETRY
(Nationally Accredited)
college serving a splendid profession.
Doctor oi Optometry degree in
three years ior students entering with sixty or more semester credits in specified Liberal
Arts courses,
FALL REGISTRATION
NOW OPEN
Students are granted proles-sionrecognition by the U. S.
Department o! Delense and
Selective Service.
Excellent clinical facilities.
Athletic and recreational acDormitories on the
tivities.
campus.
CHICAGO COLLEGE OF
OPTOMETRY
I845-Larrobee Street
Chicago 14. Illinois
An outstanding
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